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Abstract
In classical infrastructure-based wireless systems, all mobile terminals communicate directly with the access point.
In such systems, the transmission capacity, i.e., the amount
of traffic successfully communicated to/from the access
point, is important. This paper studies the possibility to
increase this capacity by using mobile terminals as intermediate relays. These relays reduce the communication
distance and hence mobile terminals can send their traffic
at a maximum data rate while maintaining a target packet
error rate and transmission power limit.
We present algorithms that solve the relaying problem
combining routing, scheduling and adaptive modulation. A
crucial aspect is the fair sharing of resources in both direct
and relaying systems; two different modes of fairness are
identified. For one fairness mode, relaying can improve
capacity by up to 30%. In addition, relaying allows to add
additional resources, namely frequencies, to a cell, resulting in almost a doubling of capacity.
Keywords: Relaying, capacity, fairness, WLAN, HiperLAN/2
.

1

Introduction

In wireless communication systems, two communicating
terminals can be too far apart to reasonably allow direct
communication at high data rates. Using intermediate terminals to relay their traffic is the solution used in “adhoc” networks. However, relaying can also be beneficial
in infrastructure-based systems where many wireless terminals want to communicate only with an access point;
typical examples for such scenarios are “hot spots”.
Relaying benefits would be due to the reduction of distances over which communication takes place: No longer
do all terminals have to communicate with a potentially faraway access point (AP), but could rather communicate with
an intermediate relay that is perhaps halfway towards the
access point. This reduced distance allows the mobile terminals to reduce the power they use for transmission. This
∗ Part of this work has been supported by the Germany Ministry for
Education and Research (BMBF) under the HyperNET/IBMS2 project.

power reduction can improve energy efficiency or electromagnetic immissions; it could also be used to increase the
overall transmission capacity of such a system (defined as
the amount of data successfully sent/received by the access
point per unit time).
Capacity can be improved because smaller radiated
power also means smaller interference between or within
cells [7]. Additionally, for a single cell, shorter distances
also allow faster modulations, resulting in more transmitted
data per unit time; this paper concentrates on this second
effect. In addition, relaying could also open the way to add
additional resources, i.e., frequencies, to a cell.
The contribution of this paper is to show how ad-hoc relaying via mobile terminals can be leveraged to increase
transmission capacity. This goal is achieved by deciding
which terminal is relaying for which other terminal (a routing problem) and how these communication relationships
are organized in time (a scheduling problem). In addition,
jointly optimizing transmission power/modulation selection and fairly sharing system resources among terminals
when doing relaying are crucial issues. This problem is
studied over a wide parameter range; one pivotal result is
that relaying improvements are the largest in highly loaded
cells, as is a typical scenario for hot spots.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model assumptions. Section 3 and
4 describe our optimization algorithms and their performance results, which are contrasted with related work in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

System model

As underlying technology, we use HiperLAN/2 [8] as a
case study as it allows an easy control of relaying relationships and provides a number of modulations to choose
from; additionally, it is quite amenable to a relaying extension [5]. In HiperLAN/2, the access point is responsible
for computing a communication schedule for a MAC frame
2 ms long. In a frame, each mobile terminal is assigned
time slots in which it is allowed to send or receive data to
or from the access point or other mobile terminals. This
schedule stipulates the transmission power a mobile uses
and which one out of seven different standardized modula-

tion types is used within a time slot. Each slot is used to
transmit a data packet of constant size; the length of such a
slot hence depends on the chosen modulation.
We use this system model to develop routing/scheduling
algorithms for relaying that are based on estimates of the
channel gains between terminals and access point; these estimates are in fact provided by HiperLAN/2’s so-called “radio map.” For simplicity, we assume that these estimates
are known at the access point at no cost. As we do not yet
consider mobility, disregarding estimation errors is an acceptable simplification, but their impact on the algorithm
performance is an important issue for future work. For the
simulation-based performance evaluation, we identify the
channel gains with the relative positions of the terminals.
As we do not consider any obstacles, this is also an acceptable simplification.
Based on the distance/the channel gain, we can compute
the signal-to-noise ratio at a receiver: The noise is constant;
there is no interference as HiperLAN/2 is strictly TDMAbased and we only consider a single cell in this paper; the
transmission power can be obtained and a simple pathloss
model yields the received signal strength. Given the signalto-noise ratio and the chosen modulation, the packet error
rate (PER) for a data packet can be computed. Details on
the approximation of this error function can be found in
[7, 8].

3 Optimizing capacity
Relaying can be applied in a number of different modes,
depending on the way of sharing resources and on the frequencies used within a cell. Based on these modes, a routing and scheduling problem has to be solved.

3.1

System modes

In a TDMA-based cellular wireless system like HiperLAN/2, mobile terminals need to send their traffic to the
desired destination in a given time slot. When attempting
to maximize the capacity of such a cell, the best way is to
assign all time slots to the terminals that are closest to the
AP as they will realize the highest throughput. Evidently,
this is not intended by optimization and, hence, some fairness characteristics have to be demanded.
How to fairly divide the system resources (i.e, the time
during which the AP can receive) between terminals—even
in the direct case—gives raise to at least two different ways
of contemplating the system: Fairness among terminals
can be maintained by scheduling the communication such
that either all terminals obtain an equal share of the total
frame time (the “uniform slot size” scheme) or all terminals are allowed to send a uniform amount of data in slots
of varying length depending on their modulation and, ultimately, their distance from the access point (the “uniform
traffic size” scheme).
The first scheme will result in a higher total goodput as
terminals far from the AP are given a relatively smaller

weight compared to near terminals that can use fast modulation. In the second scheme, near terminals have to sacrifice some of their time to allow the far terminals to compensate for their low modulations, but it corresponds better
to user expectations.
These two fairness schemes also extend to the relaying
case: either all terminals are assigned the same amount
of time, or transmissions are arranged such that all terminals receive the same effective goodput, no matter whether
they are relayed or not. We investigated both these fairness schemes here to see how well they can be supported
by relaying.

3.2 Adding resources
Relaying also opens the possibility to add additional resources to a cell. Let us consider a simple cellular network
with three terminals A, B, and C as shown in Figure 1;
assume that B is a potential relayer for A and C is communicating only directly with the AP. Basically, all these
transmissions have to take place sequentially. However,
C’s sending to the AP and A’s sending to B involve different entities and could—in principle—be scheduled concurrently. Doing so on the same frequency is possible and
beneficial in large cells, but to avoid interference within
a cell, another frequency could be used for the relaying
step. Such two-frequency relaying would require at least
one entity, e.g. the relay terminal, to switch between different frequencies, preferably within a single MAC frame.
This is indeed technically feasible as modern hardware has
sufficiently fast switching times.
Adding a second frequency for relaying could be seen
as unfair: why not do so in the direct case as well and increase the bandwidth in the direct case correspondingly?
First, this would require changes in the hardware of existing terminals: doubling the bandwidth can not easily
be done with existing, commodity radio equipment. Of
course, a new system could be constructed that does use
twice the original’s system bandwidth for direct communication. But that would limit the amount of spatial reuse
as now a cell always uses a larger share of the total bandwidth available to the system. In this sense, adding a second frequency to a cell by relaying allows to do so only
when it is needed and beneficial, using existing terminals—
essentially, a legacy/cost argument. Therefore, being able
to add a frequency via relaying gives a level of flexibility
in assigning system resources that is not possible by simply
increasing the bandwidth that is assigned to a system; we
investigate in this paper whether this increased flexibility
does pay off at all.
But, one might ask, when adding a frequency by relaying, is then the spatial reuse pattern not completely turned
upside down as this second frequency would have to be
borrowed from a neighboring cell and creates interference
in these cells (destroying the improved signal-to-noise ratio
which was gained by reducing the distance)? Not necessarily: it is in principle possible to use this second frequency
only close to the center at a cell for the communication
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Figure 1: A simple cellular network scenario

3.3 Routing
The potential benefit of relaying depends on the data rates
that can be realized between relayed terminal, relaying terminal, and access point. Hence, a joint optimization of
routing and scheduling is necessary that decides which terminal to use for relaying and that selects modulation and
transmission power. Currently, the algorithm optimizes
only the uplink case and considers a single intermediate
relay.
The effective data rate between any two terminals can
be determined based on their distance and a target packet
error rate which allows to compute, for each modulation,
the required transmission power: Based on results in [8],
the relationship between signal-to-noise and packet error
rate is known (although no closed-form expressions exist,
only approximations). Solving for the required signal-tonoise ratio gives an input for the pathloss model, which can
in turn be solved for the required transmission power.

Any modulation that requires more than a maximum allowable power (here, 200 mW based on European legal restrictions) or that does not match minimal required receiver
sensitivity is ruled out. As a result, the optimal modulation for this pair of terminals is obtained. The transmission
power is then adjusted to the smallest value that still meets
the target PER for this modulation. An example of such
an effective-data-rate selection is shown in Figure 3 for 1%
PER.
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between access point and relaying terminals. The relayed
terminals, which are placed far away from the cell’s center and responsible for most of the cell’s interference with
other cells, still use the cell’s primary frequency. Hence,
the second frequency would likely not be “noticed” by
other cells at all, not disturbing the frequency reuse patterns. However, as the present paper only evaluates a single
cell, we cannot currently prove this claim, but it is subject
of ongoing work.
To sum up: adding a second frequency only in the relaying case might not be a fair comparison with the direct case.
But adding frequencies by relaying is practical, whereas in
the direct case, frequencies can not be added easily—RF
hardware that can adapt its bandwidth consumption is expensive and not usually available, no current communication system is able to adapt the bandwidth that is used over
a given link. In this sense, (two frequency) relaying is a
“poor man’s solution” that improves capacity with minimal modifications to an existing system.
Figure 2 summarizes the different fairness schemes for
direct, one- and two-frequency relaying cases. The example is too small to show the effect of keeping the second
frequency close to the access point, nonetheless the overall
picture should be clear.
What is missing are now routing algorithms that decide
when a terminal should rely its traffic via another terminal
and scheduling algorithms that determine the time share
that is assigned to a particular transmission.
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Figure 3: Effective data rate and transmission power with
respect to distance for 1 % PER and α = 3.2

The shape of this Figure 3 is the primary justification for
hoping that relaying will actually improve capacity: For
many distances, the achievable data rate over half the distance is more than twice the data rate over the full distance. For example, over 50 meters, only about 9 MBit/s
are achievable, but over 25 meters, about 27 MBit/s can be
realized: Assume that a terminal 50 m away from the AP
transmits directly for an entire second, transferring 9 MBit.
Using a relay terminal in the middle of AP and far terminal,
the far terminal can transmit for half a second to the relay,
transmitting 13.5 MBit, which are then forwarded in the
next half second to the AP, resulting in a total of 13.5 MBit
transmitted using relaying. Hence, the total throughput is
increased even though the time slot for the direct communication has now to be split in two to accommodate two
transmissions.
The routing then proceeds as follows: for a mobile terminal X, its data rate in the direct and relaying case is computed for all possible relaying terminals; the effective data
rate for a relayed terminal is the minimum rate of both involved links (as in general, the relaying terminal will not
be located precisely in the middle of the two other termi-
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Figure 2: Time-freqency representation of the example scenario

nals). X selects that terminal as a potential relayer that
results in the largest data rate for X and that exceeds the
direct-case data rate; if no such relaying terminal exists, X
will continue to use direct transmission to the AP. Relaying
terminals always communicate directly with the AP.

3.4

Scheduling mechanism

For both uniform slot size and uniform traffic size fairness
schemes, relaying schedules are computed on the basis of
the routing decisions. Let us first consider the uniform slot
size case. In direct communication, all terminals are assigned an equal share of transmission time. Using onefrequency relaying, the time slot of a relayed terminal is
split in two: one sub slot is used for relayed terminal to relaying terminal communication, the other slot for relaying
terminal to AP communication; other slots are unaffected
by this operation. For each of these links, the maximum
data rate is used.
For the uniform slot size mode, it would also make sense
to require that the minimum data rate in the relaying case
is at least twice that of the direct case. As only half the
effective time is available for a relayed terminal to send
out traffic, this would obviously ensure that the capacity
of this communication is really increased. However, this
is a rather strict and only rarely met condition. In simulative investigations, using the simulation model discussed in
Section 4, it turned out that this way of redistributing slot
sizes obviously never deteriorated the cell throughput, but
also that there were only rarely any benefits. Section 4 will
therefore concentrate on showing the ramifications of not
making this requirement for the one-frequency, uniformslot-size case — as it will turn out, this is not beneficial unless the path loss coefficient is very high. In future work,
we will also provide more detailed numeric results when
the requirement of doubling the data rate over a relaying
connection is actually made.
When using two-frequency relaying for the uniform slot
size fairness mode, communication from the relayed terminals to the relaying terminals can overlap with other communication. The total number of time slots depends on this

overlap; and again, all slots are of uniform length.
In the case of uniform traffic size schedules, the optimal
traffic size per slot depends on the modulations chosen in
the routing phase. The schedule construction is in principle
similar to the uniform slot size case (for both one- and twofrequency relaying), but here the slot length is individually
varied for each terminal such that all terminals’ goodput at
the AP results in the same value, taking into account the
need to relay traffic in two slots. Here, the same consideration whether or not to actually use relaying applies: the
relay connection could be required to simply increase the
direct case data rate or to actually double it. Again, we
look at the case when the relay connection is only required
to increase the data rate. As it will turn out, this is also not
beneficial in general, however, it starts to be useful already
for smaller path loss coefficients than in the uniform slots
size schedules.

4

Result

For the model described in Section 2, the goodput achieved
by capacity-oriented schedules for direct, one-frequency,
and two-frequency relaying is evaluated by simulations.
For any combination of parameters, the achieved capacity
of a single cell is averaged over 55 different random placements of terminals on a square area of 50 m x 50 m, 70 m x
70 m, and 100 m x 100 m (access point in the middle). The
path loss coefficient α is 3.2 for most of the simulations.
Confidence intervals are not shown as they are too small to
be discernible.
To compute modulation and transmission power for a
given communication, maximum target PERs of 1%, 3%,
and 5% are used. The resulting average total goodputs are
shown, for fifteen entities and varying pathloss coefficient
α, for both uniform slot size (Figure 4, 5, 8, and 10) and
uniform traffic size schedules (Figure 6, 7, and 9). Not all
parameter combinations are shown here but are presented
in a technical report [10].
For small α, all approaches are capable of fully utilizing
the access point’s maximum goodput. As α increases, the
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Figure 5: Average goodput as a function of α for uniform
slot size fairness in a 50x50 area for 5% PER

For both scheduling types and for terminals randomly
placed in smaller area (50m x 50m), the goodput achieved
by one-frequency relaying is smaller than that of direct
communication as the terminals can have a data rate for direct cases comparable to the relaying case and hence they
do not select a relaying terminal. As terminals are placed in
a wider area and as the target PER gets smaller, the goodput
achieved by one-frequency relaying becomes better than
that of direct communication due to the fact that smaller
target PERs reduce the range of communication which then
forces the terminals to send their data via relaying rather
than directly to the AP for a better goodput. In general, we
observed that the overall goodput achieved for a smaller
target PER is less than that of relatively larger target PER.
For all fairness schemes, two-frequency relaying considerably improves the total performance. In extreme examples, it almost doubles the direct case’s goodput. Also
as the number of terminals increase, the goodput also increases. This dependency on the number of terminals is essentially a stochastic effect: the far terminals have a higher
probability of finding a relay terminal, more often enabling
faster modulations. Hence, relaying does generate more
capacity when it is most sourly needed.
The performance results for one-frequency relaying also
show that the local heuristic used to determine relaying
terminals needs to be extended for the uniform slot size
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scheduling case in order to also result in a global improvement of goodput. This is a challenging issue for future
work.
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6 Conclusions and outlook
Relaying is a viable means to improve the operations of an
infrastructure-based wireless communication system as it
considerably increases the cell capacity. We described different algorithms which improve the system capacity and
maintain fairness among terminals. In particular when a
fairness scheme where are terminals in a cell should obtain
the same throughput, relaying is a viable means of improving the total capacity of a wireless cell; improvements by
up to 30 % over the direct case are possible. Relaying also
allows to borrow system resources, i.e., frequency bands,
from neighboring cells, considerably increasing capacity
in a way that is compatible with existing hardware but not
otherwise possible without relaying.
Moreover, the algorithms are practical as they are not
computationally intensive, they can be implemented as iterative online algorithms, and are based on information
that can be provided by real systems with acceptable overhead. As no additional infrastructure is necessary and also
the requirements on the individual terminals are quite modest, our relaying approach can provide a simple and cheap
solution to add capacity to a wireless system, particularly
in highly loaded networks.
Currently, we are studying the impact of mobility and
channel fading and the ensuing errors in channel gain estimates. In addition, the results of this paper will be combined with previous research on the interference reduction
due to relaying. The most important question is no doubt
the understanding of two-frequency relaying in a multi-cell
scenario: do the benefits still hold when interference to
other cells is considered, does it work out to “hide” the
borrowed frequency band in the interior of a cell?
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